Enchantment in Bloom
Enlighten the magic within you with the mesmerizing designs and
charming details of the Enchanted Collection by KOKET.
Give your style and space the alluring magic of a fairytale forest with KOKET’s Enchanted
collection that features enthralling and modern designs with entrancing brass elements.
The collection, composed of charming case goods and upholstery, allows you to add a touch of
posh fantasy to any room. The round dining table’s pale wooden top resembles the amazing
trunks of the magnificent forest trees, complimented by the hand casted antique gilded
branches of the base. The simple and chic dining chair is upholstered in a lux midnight black
velvet with a lace of the gilded branches and delicate flower buds overtop; the contrast giving
the chair a sophisticated pop of life.
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For the living room, think luxury French countryside with the modern sofa and stylish side table.
The plush black velvet of the sofa is hugged by a stunning aged brass structure mimicking the
captivating design of tree branches with blooming buds. This same captivating design creates
the base of the side table, topped with a glossy, round ebony veneer top; a smaller, sleeker
version of its dining table cousin.
KOKET allows anything in this whimsical collection to be customized, from the impressive
wooden table tops to the finish of the branches to the upholstery fabric.
Your personalized enchanted forest awaits.
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